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Summary Recommendation
It is the intention of the Transit Department to update Council on the progress that has 
been made during the planned internal Transit reorganization that began April 11, 2018. 

Executive Summary
Services provided by Park City Transit have grown significantly over the past several 
years. With the rapid growth came growing pains and a realization that the current 
structure of the department would not be sustainable, especially in the areas of 
organizational management and operational efficiencies. It was clear that Transit would 
need to adapt and change from the old ways of operations.

The intent of the reorganization of the Transit Department was to bring about an 
organizational change that would encourage greater employee engagement through 
better established lines of communication and by providing more organizational 
ownership among individual Transit staff members. The changes implemented should
create a more collaborative culture where communication is transparent; where 
individuals can grow and take advantage of opportunities for greater responsibility. 

This process began with confidential one-on-one interviews with a vast majority of staff 
members.  This process produced recommendations for change, upon which the overall 
reorganization plan was built.  
  
The Problem
The Transit Department leadership was seeking a better way of engaging and 
supporting staff. If the Transit Department was going to continue to meet the rapid 
growth and change demanded by the growth in the Greater Park City Area then a transit 
structure that is flexible and can adapt to change was needed

Background
The Human Resources and Transit Department worked together to hire an outside 
consultant with deep experience in organizational assessment and reorganizations, to 
interview a majority of individual Transit staff members. The goal of this highly 
confidential process was for an independent, unbiased review to be conducted through 
one-on-one interviews with most of the Transit staff, and used to advise department 
leadership on how to best engage and support staff. 
It is important to note that this internal reorganization includes three areas:



1. Organizational Structure
2. Processes
3. Technology

The first step in this process was the Organizational Structure step.  Many of the 
positions in the new structure have been filled, we are still hiring additional staff and 
expect to conclude the hiring process by mid-August.  There is still much training to be 
done, especially for new supervisors and for people whose responsibilities have 
changed.

The Transit team will be implementing new internal processes, and, in some cases, 
creating formal processes where none existed in the past.  The Transportation Planning 
team and Summit County’s Transportation Planning team will be involved in defining 
and implementing new planning processes.  (Transit, Transportation Planning and SC
Transportation Planning staff already have a standing biweekly meeting, in addition to 
special topic focused meetings.  It is also important to note that Park City’s 
Transportation Planning team spends at least one full day each week at the Transit 
Ironhorse facility to increase integration of Transit & Transportation Planning staff.)

The third area of the reorganization is focused on the technology that supports our 
Transit System.  This ranges from a project that is well underway to evaluate and 
address hardware issues with the system that provides bus location and passenger 
volume information, as well as redefine our bus app needs and issue a new RFP.  Like 
the organizational structure and process changes, implementation of these technology 
changes started early in the reorganization process and will continue into the future.

Analysis
Below is the implementation timeline for the Organization Restructure:

Implementation Timeline:
 February & March 2018 – 95 Transit Department Staff interviewed; i.e. drivers, 

supervisors, managers, and all other internal specialists/support staff.
 Beginning of April – Final report prepared by Richardson Group
 April 11th – New Department Structure rolled out , called “Day One”
 Remainder of April: 

o Newly formed Evaluation Committee wrote Transit Driver specific 
evaluation forms for April 2017-2018 evaluation period. 

o Drivers filled out ‘Interest Sheets’ detailing shift preferences, desired 
opportunities, broad areas of interest, etc. 

o Job descriptions created/reviewed for all positions to be hired. 
 May & June – New Positions posted, interviewed, & hired:

o 7 new Lead Transit Operator positions 
o Transit Business Manager 
o Transit Driver II & III full-time positions 
o Summer seasonal Drivers 
o Transit Social Media & Marketing Coordinator 



 June: 
o Summer service started June 8th

o Park Silly Sunday Market Transit Outreach booth on June 10th & 17th

o Leadership course developed and began for Lead Transit Drivers & 
Supervisors. 

o Avail system technology and MyStop App upgrade June 27th

 July & August – Additional positions posted/interviewed/hired:
o Transit Quality Manager & Transit Systems Manager filled 
o Additional Transit Supervisor position 
o Teams and Schedules announced upon finalization of team hiring.

Department Review
The City Manager’s Office, the City Attorney’s Office, Transportation Planning and 
Transit/Public Works have reviewed this Staff Report.

Funding Source
Human Resources and the Transit Department have funded the consulting efforts.  
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